VIDEO PRODUCTION SERVICES
We are a full service, state-of-the-art digital video production house. Our equipment includes:
< Sony 6000 Production Switcher with 4 channels of DVE
< Three SONY HSC300 video cameras - with one 60 to one lens, two 22 to one lenses
< One Sony CineAlta XDCam (PDW-F355) Hand-held ENG camera with Wireless HD Transmitter
< Three Sony Broadcast Videotape Decks HDW 2000 for 1080i
< One Two Channel EVS for Replays
< One Two Channel Click Effects for Commercial playback
< HDcam tape deck
< P2 card player recorder
< One Beta SP
< One Beta SX
< Two HD DVD recorders
< Six DVD recorders
< Two Chyron Duet Hyper X2 Character Generators
< Two Sony XDCam Decks
< Multiple HDTV non-linear editors, an Avid Adrenaline and a Final Cut workstation
< HD scan converter (We can integrate your PowerPoint presentations as well.)
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32 Channel Soundcraft K2 Audio Mixer
Full Arena PA
Voice-over audio booth
Lowell production Light Kits
Frame Synchronizers for up/down/cross conversion
RT S Headsets & ClearCom Tie-ins for communications
Adobe Software including Photoshop and After Effects
Sorenson Squeeze to upload audio and video clips to the web in the most current formats
Pre-programmable cyber lights for an added visual dimension

Everything can be tied into our fantastic state-of-the-art Daktronics video displays to create a multimedia experience that
your clients will remember. Xcel Energy Center’s center-hung video displays are super-bright HD/LED displays with 6mm
centers. Pixel spacing is the distance between pixels. The total resolution equals the total number of pixels per display. The
smaller pixel distance, the higher the resolution. The main scoreboard also features three-foot high upper and lower HD/
LED matrix ribbon displays (6mm centers). An HD/LED high matrix display rings the entire Bremer Bank Suite Level of the
arena plus two additional ribbon displays extend the full length of the upper level side fascia. The “crows’ nests” in each
corner of Xcel Energy Center feature HD/LED displays; and three of the four extend vertically as well. All of these displays
are full color and capable of spectacular animation.
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